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bstract. We improve the beam uniformity passing through
ultimode fibers using piezoelectric-based spatial mode

crambling. Both fiber squeezing and stretching techniques
re applied and compared. A more than sixfold difference in

he power intensity crossing the output beam profile without
ode scrambling can be reduced to a �10% variation. The
fficiency of collecting useful optical power for detection is
lso significantly improved. Such modules can find various
pplications in medical imaging, disease diagnosis, and lo-
al area networks. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
ngineers.
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Introduction

aving a uniformly distributed light beam is highly desir-
ble for various applications where multimode fibers
MMFs� are used as the light transmission or guiding me-
ia. In addition to conventional applications, including op-
ical local area networks �LANs� over MMF and image
ncryptions, recent advances in genetic analysis and func-
ional genomics, such as massively parallel signature se-
uencing �MPSS� and molecular interactions, have made
he practical and reliable requirements more and more
ritical.1–4

Mode scrambling has been a well-known technique to
mprove the uniformity in multimode fibers. So far, various
pproaches have been demonstrated: �i� modifying the mul-
imode fiber itself, as through extremely high-temperature
nnealing5 or special fabrication in the cladding;6 �ii�
wisted plastic optical fiber instead of traditional MMF;7

iii� selecting one special mode through mode coupling.8

hese approaches suffer from one or more disadvantages,
uch as quality uncertainty or extreme manufacture require-
ents, higher cost of the fiber itself, or introducing consid-

rable loss. Providing a more practical solution with longer
ifetime and reliable performance is one of the major chal-
enges for various mentioned applications.

091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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In this letter, we demonstrate the improvement of beam
uniformity through MMF using spatial mode scrambling.
This is accomplished through either fiber squeezing or fiber
stretching. Both approaches are based on the practical and
well-qualified piezoelectric actuator technology. The output
beam uniformity after the step-indexed MMF is analyzed
and compared. The intensity fluctuations are reduced sig-
nificantly; as an example, using the fiber squeezing tech-
nique, a more than sixfold relative �normalized� power in-
tensity fluctuation without mode scrambling can be reduced
to an almost uniform distribution ��10% variation�.

2 Configuration

In order to improve the beam uniformity, we use two dif-
ferent schemes, as shown in Fig. 1, both based on piezo-
electric actuator technology. Figure 1�a� uses fiber squeez-
ing to generate spatial mode scrambling inside the optical
fiber itself. Figure 1�b� shows a scheme that uses the piezo-
electric actuator to stretch the MMF.

In Fig. 1�a�, the mode scrambler consists of the multi-
mode fiber itself �we use a step-index MMF� and six sec-
tions of fiber squeezers. These fiber squeezers add stress
through piezoelectric actuators at different orientations on
the multimode fiber, typically with a 45-deg shift between
adjacent sections �0, 45, 0, 45, 0, and 45 deg in the illus-
trated example�. Driving signals are applied with different
frequencies �or even amplitudes if necessary� to further ran-
domize the mode coupling along the multimode fiber
�mostly around 500 Hz, with slight differences in our ex-
periments�. The amplitudes of the driving signals are all
close to 150 V, which is the limit of our driving circuits.

In Fig. 1�b� for the case using fiber stretching, a fiber
coil �with a step-index MMF� is made on a fiber stretcher
frame. Instead of applying stress to the fiber, the piezoelec-
tric actuators �four are used� are driven to provide longitu-
dinal extension at high frequencies ��2.4 kHz�, thereby
generating spatial mode scrambling along the MMF. Since
the driving frequencies are near resonance frequencies of
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of multimode fiber �MMF� mode scram-
bler: �a� using fiber-squeezing technology: six electrically driven fi-
ber squeezers are applied along the MMF with different orientation
between sections; �b� using fiber-stretching technique with MMF:
four piezoelectric actuators are used to produce longitudinal
extension.
September 2008/Vol. 47�9�1
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he actuators �the resonance window is several hundred
ertz, not sensitive to frequency drift�, the amplitudes of
he applied signals are much less than in the fiber-squeezing
pproach �typically �30 V�, a potential advantage for prac-
ical applications.

Experimental Results and Discussion

o evaluate the performance of our approaches, we set up a
esting stage �Fig. 2� where a beam analyzer is used to
etect the output beam profile after the MMF. The wave-
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ig. 2 Evaluation setup of the mode scrambler using either fiber
queezing or fiber stretching through MMF.
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Fig. 3 Improvement of the light uniformity thro
center of the profile�: �a� without scrambling, �b
ptical Engineering 090502-
length of the light source is set to 635 nm �Thorlabs LPS-
635-FC fiber-coupled laser�. Electrical signals are gener-
ated by our circuit and applied to piezodrivers to provide
either fiber squeezing or stretching �six and four driving
signals are used for the squeezing and the stretching, re-
spectively�. The aperture of the beam analyzer is set to
420 �m, and the final beam profile �data� is recorded in the
computer, generally with an 80-ms integration time. The
insertion loss of the fiber-squeezing module is typically
�0.5 dB �including the connector loss�; for the stretching
modules it is �0.8 dB

The final improvements are compared in Fig. 3. Figure
3�a� is the beam profile without mode scrambling, while
Fig. 3�b� and 3�c� show the profile improvement using fiber
squeezing and fiber stretching, respectively. The effective-
ness of both approaches is abvious. The X-Y beam analyses
crossing the center of the output light are also displayed
next to the beam profiles for each case. We note that the
intensity fluctuation without mode scrambling is more than
6 times �e.g., between 0.15 and 1.0 after normalization�;

YY

YY

YY

de scrambling �both traces X and Y lie at the
fiber-squeezing, �c� using fiber stretching.
(a)

(b)

(c)
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hile with mode scrambling, the fluctuation is reduced to
10% and �20% for the fiber squeezing and stretching,

espectively. In fact, the figures of merit of the spatial mode
crambling include not only the deviation of the beam uni-
ormity, but also the efficiency of collecting more optical
ower into the useful detection area �for better illumina-
ion�, because the light will diffuse more without mode
crambling. If we define the scrambling efficiency as the
ercentage of the effective optical power into the detection
rea, the corresponding efficiencies are �40% �without
ode scrambling�, �78% �with fiber stretching�, and
84% �with fiber squeezing�.
It is interesting to see that the beam uniformity using

ber squeezing is better than that using fiber stretching. We
elieve that this is mainly due to more random spatial
crambling along the six squeezing sections than with only
ne direction �i.e., longitudinal� of stretching. This is also a
ossible reason that a dip exists at the center of the power
istribution �Fig. 3�c�� for the stretching case. On the other
and, because the fiber is much longer �tens of meters� and
he piezoelectric actuators are driven at higher frequencies,
he overall uniformity is still improved a lot through fiber
tretching.

Conclusion

ignificantly improved beam uniformity passing through
MF was realized through fiber squeezing or fiber stretch-
ptical Engineering 090502-
ing. Such mode scramblers are key modules for various
applications, including medical imaging, disease diagnosis,
and local area networks.
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